Recent studies utilize multiple kernel learning to deal with incomplete-data problem. In this study, we introduce new methods that do not only complete multiple incomplete kernel matrices simultaneously, but also allow control of the flexibility of the model by parameterizing the model matrix. By imposing restrictions on the model covariance, overfitting of the data is avoided. A limitation of kernel matrix estimations done via optimization of an objective function is that the positive definiteness of the result is not guaranteed. In view of this limitation, our proposed methods employ the LogDet divergence, which ensures the positive definiteness of the resulting inferred kernel matrix. We empirically show that our proposed restricted covariance models, employed with LogDet divergence, yield significant improvements in the generalization performance of previous completion methods.
Introduction
Since the seminal work of [Lanckriet et al., 2004a] , data fusion has become an integral part of data analysis especially in the field of computational biology and bioinformatics. For instance, they showed that a set of proteins can be described by a number of relevant data sources, such as protein-protein interaction, gene expression, and amino acid sequences. This is because relevant data sources provide complementary perspectives or "views" of the objects and, together, these pieces of information present a bigger picture of the relations the objects have with each other. This notion of exploiting the multiple views of the data for better learning is more commonly known as multi-view learning. The data sources, however, may come in various forms (e. g. strings, trees, or graphs), and kernel methods [Schölkopf and Smola, 2002; Shawe-Taylor and Cristianini, 2004] provide a way of integrating such heterogeneous data by transforming them into a common format: as kernel matrices. A Bayesian formulation for efficient multiple kernel learning was presented by [Gönen, 2012] , while early works in computational biology utilized multi-view learning to classify protein functions Lanckriet et al., 2004a; Lanckriet et al., 2004b; Noble and Ben-Hur, 2008] .
A shortcoming of multi-view learning, however, is incomplete data. Incomplete data is relatively common in almost all researches, no matter how well-designed the experiments or the data gathering methods are. A few examples of incomplete data occurrences are: a sensor may suddenly fail and go off in a remote sensing experiment; participants may not have answered some questions in a questionnaire; and inevitable data acquisition error, among others. Analysis of incomplete data may lead to invalid conclusions, since they only give minimal insights about the objects at hand.
Thus, in addition to dealing with the heterogeneity of the data, kernel methods are utilized in several studies to handle missing information. A data source with some missing information leads to an incomplete kernel matrix (i. e., a matrix with missing entries); however, complete kernel matrices derived from complete data sources can be exploited to provide solutions to the incomplete-data problem. Studies addressing this problem via kernel methods have progressed over time-from completion of a kernel matrix through a single complete kernel matrix [Kin et al., 2004] , and through multiple complete kernel matrices [Kato et al., 2005] -to simultaneous completion of multiple incomplete kernel matrices [Rivero et al., 2017; Bhadra et al., 2017] . The kernel completion technique in [Rivero et al., 2017] associates the kernel matrices to the covariance of a zero-mean Gaussian distribution, and employs the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al., 1977] to minimize the objective function. On the other hand, the technique in [Bhadra et al., 2017] learns reconstruction weights to express a particular incomplete kernel matrix as a convex combination of the other kernel matrices. Although these two methods tackle a similar setting, the main difference between them is that [Bhadra et al., 2017] employ Euclidean metric to assess the distance between kernel matrices, which requires additional constraints to keep all kernel matrices positive definite. In [Rivero et al., 2017] , LogDet divergence [Matsuzawa et al., 2016; Davis et al., 2007] is employed, and this not only keeps the positive definiteness automatically but also brings a strong connection to the classical approach of estimating missing values in vectorial data. With the missing entries inferred, the completed kernel matrices can now be fused and utilized for tasks such as multi-view clustering and classification.
In the previous solution to the task of multiple kernel matrix completion [Rivero et al., 2017] , a model matrix is introduced as a representative kernel matrix of the given multiple kernel matrices. The model matrix is allowed to move to any point in the positive definite cone which is a very broad manifold in the set of symmetric matrices. Like the classical model fitting task, a too flexible model tends to overfit to the given empirical data. The flexibility of the model should be adjusted to make the model generalize well, but is impossible to do in the previous model.
In view of this, we present alternative approaches to the previous method for multiple kernel matrix completion by defining parametric models that can move only on a submanifold in the positive definite cone. Both the previous and the new methods can be related to a statistical framework. The previous method can be explained with maximum likelihood estimation of a full covariance Gaussian, which often tends to overfit the data due to large degrees of freedom. On the other hand, the proposed methods can be associated to a parametric model that imposes a restriction to the covariance matrix parameter. The number of degrees of freedom in the new models can be adjusted, thereby improving the generalization performance.
Problem Setting
Suppose we have K data sources, some or all of which have missing information (Figure 1 ). The algorithm works on the corresponding incomplete kernel matrices (Q (k) ) K k=1 of these data sources, each of size ℓ × ℓ. The rows and columns with missing entries in each of the kernel matrices are rearranged such that the first n k < ℓ objects in Q (k) contain the available information, and unavailable for the remaining (ℓ − n k ) objects. This rearrangement of the rows and columns results in the following symmetric partitioned matrix:
where
++ denoting the set of n k × n k strictly positive definite symmetric matrices. The algorithm then mutually infers the (missing) entries for the submatri-
FC-MKMC: Existing Model
In the previous study [Rivero et al., 2017] , an algorithm for mutual kernel matrix completion had already been developed. Henceforth, we will refer to the previous method as the full covariance mutual kernel matrix completion (FC-MKMC), and review the method in this section. To infer the missing values in incomplete kernel matrices, FC-MKMC introduces an ℓ × ℓ model matrix M , and finds the set of kernel matrices Q (1) , . . . , Q (4) , are assumed to be given. A model matrix M is introduced. The proposed method repeats two steps: model update step and imputation step. In model update step, the model matrix M is fitted to the set of the current empirical kernel matrices
is the sum of LogDet divergences [Matsuzawa et al., 2016; Davis et al., 2007] :
is the set of submatrices containing missing entries, and M is the model matrix. The LogDet divergence is defined as
An advantage of using LogDet divergence is that a necessary property for valid kernel matrices, the positive definiteness, is ensured for the resultant completed kernel matrices. The approach of FC-MKMC is essentially similar to the well-known probabilistic approach for classical incomplete data completion [McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008] , where missing values in incomplete vectorial data are to be inferred. In the approach for the classical task, a probabilistic model is introduced to be fitted to the temporarily completed data, and the missing values are imputed with the most probable values using the current inference of the probabilistic model. The number of degrees of freedom of a probabilistic model provides an important perspective for the success or for the failure of data completion: too rigid models cannot capture the underlying data distribution, while too flexible models are often overfitted to the data set. In FC-MKMC, the model matrix can take any values without restriction, with (ℓ+1)ℓ/2 degrees of freedom. This model may be too flexible. In the next section, we shall present two new models in which the number of degrees of freedom can be adjusted.
PCA-MKMC
In the PCA model, the form of the model matrix is restricted to
where the matrix W ∈ R ℓ×q and scalar σ 2 ∈ R are the adaptive parameters of the PCA model. The number of columns in W , say q, is arbitrary. Larger q yields a more flexible model and vice-versa. The number of degrees of freedom of this model is ℓq + 1 − (q − 1)q/2.
Meanwhile, the objective function of PCA model is expressed as
(5) Since the objective function is not jointly convex of the three arguments, H, W , and σ 2 , the optimal solution cannot be given in closed form. Hence, we adopt the following block coordinate descent method that repeats the following two steps: 1. Imputation step:
2. Model update step:
Therein, the iteration number t is the superscript of H and W , and the subscript of σ 2 . By letting M := W W ⊤ + σ 2 I, the imputation step can be performed in the same fashion as that of FC-MKMC [Rivero et al., 2017] . For each data source, the rows and the columns in M are reordered as Q 
Finally, the submatrices are reordered back to Q (k) to obtain a new solution that minimizes J PCA (H, W , σ 2 ) over missing values H, with the model parameters W and σ 2 held fixed. Denote by Q (t,k) the new value of Q (k) at t-th iteration. In the model update step, the K empirical kernel matrices are fixed, and the two model parameters, W and σ 2 , are optimized. We here denote by 'const' the terms independent of (W , σ 2 ), and so the objective function can be rewritten as (10) where we have defined
Even though the missing values H are fixed to
is still not convex on the space of the model parameters (W , σ 2 ). Nevertheless, surprisingly enough, the joint optimal solution of the two model parameters W and σ 2 is given in closed form [Tipping and Bishop, 1999] . Let λ 1 , . . . , λ ℓ be the eigenvalues of S (t) . Assume that λ 1 ≥ . . . ≥ λ ℓ , and denote by u 1 , . . . , u ℓ their corresponding eigenvectors. It can be shown that the optimal σ 2 , denoted by σ 2 t , is expressed as
Now, let U q := [u 1 , . . . , u q ] and Λ q := diag(λ 1 , . . . , λ q ).
Here, for vector x ∈ R n , we denote the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries x by diag(x). Meanwhile, diag(X) denotes an n-dimensional vector containing the diagonal entries in a square matrix X ∈ R n×n . And so, the optimal value of W , denoted by W (t) , is given by
where R is an arbitrary orthonormal matrix (i. e., R ⊤ R = I).
Algorithm 1 PCA-MKMC Algorithm.
by imputing zeros in the missing entries; 3: Initialize the model matrix as M =
for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K} do 6:
Apply (8) and (9) 
FA-MKMC
In this section, we introduce FA model, which is an alternative variant of PCA model. FA model uses the following parametric model as a model matrix:
The difference of this from the PCA model is the second term. In PCA model, the second term is σ 2 I, whereas in FA model, the term can take any diagonal matrix. The number of degrees of freedom of FA model is ℓq + ℓ − (q − 1)q/2, and the objective function is expressed as
(15) Similar to the fitting algorithm of PCA model, we adopt the block coordinate descent method to fit FA model to empirical kernel matrices. The imputation step is same as PCA model. In PCA model, when fixing H, the optimal (W , σ 2 ) can be expressed in closed form. However, in FA model, the optimal (W , ψ) cannot be given in closed form even if H is fixed. In the FA model, we just improve (W , ψ) at the model update step.
The two steps in t-th iteration are summarized as follows. 1. Imputation step: Use (8) and (9) to infer the missing entries H (t) such that
A new value (W (t) , ψ (t) ) that satisfies (17) can be found as follows: Update the factor loading matrix W (t) and the noise variance vector ψ (t) , by
, and
respectively, where 
Statistical Interpretation
As described in [Rivero et al., 2017] , FC-MKMC falls in a statistical framework. Concretely, FC-MKMC is an algorithm that performs the maximum likelihood estimation of a model parameter M of a probabilistic model p FC (x | M ) := N (x ; 0, M ), where x is an ℓ-dimensional random variate. In the statistical framework for FC-MKMC, maximum likelihood estimation is performed by finding the maximizer of the log-likelihood function
over the model parameter M
is the sub-vectorial variate in x k associated with the visible objects in k-th data source; M
v,v is the submatrix of M associated with v k ; and q k (·) is the empirical distribution associated with the k-th data source such that the second moments satisfy
From the log-likelihood function defined in (20), it is possible to derive an EM algorithm in which E-step computes the expected value E x k x ⊤ k
by (8) and (9), based on the current model parameter. In the EM algorithm, M-step updates the model parameter M by the maximizer of the expected complete-data log-likelihood function [McLachlan and Krishnan, 2008] over M . However, the model matrix is too flexible, and therefore may be overfitted to the given empirical data.
EM Algorithm for PCA Model
Here, we present a connection between FC-MKMC algorithm and the classical statistical approach for missing value estimation. Let us discuss the case of replacing the full covariance model with the probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) model introduced in [Tipping and Bishop, 1999] . When employing PPCA model with the mean parameter fixed to zero, the probabilistic densities of the n k -dimensional random variate v k are defined as
∈ R n k ×q is the submatrix of W containing the rows associated with the visible objects. The log-likelihood function of this model is given by
which is used in finding the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) of the model parameters W and σ 2 of the PPCA model. The expected complete-data log-likelihood function, also known as the Q-function, can be written as
where we have dropped the terms that do not depend on the model parameters. Therein, the operator E takes mathematical expectation under the joint posterior densities q(h k |v k )q(v k ) defined from the current value of W and σ 2 . By letting Q (k) := E x k x ⊤ k , the negative Q-function is equal to J PCA up to constants, implying that the M-step of the EM algorithm is given by (12) and (13). Hence, we can say that the PCA-MKMC algorithm presented in the previous section is an EM algorithm.
EM Algorithm for FA Model
This section is concluded by showing that FA-MKMC is an EM algorithm for fitting the probabilistic factor analysis (PFA) model [Bartholomew et al., 2008] . In the PFA model, a latent variable vector z k ∈ R q , drawn from the isotropic Gaussian N (0, I q ), is introduced for each data source. Then, x k is generated by the process x k = W z k + ǫ k , where ǫ k is a Gaussian noise drawn from N (0, diag(ψ)). For this FA model, we treat (x k , z k ) as the complete data for k-th data source to develop an EM algorithm for maximum likelihood estimation. The probabilistic densities of the n k -dimensional random variate v k are obtained by marginalizing h k and z k out from the joint densities of the complete data:
The Q-function is written as
where E here is the mathematical expectation that operates under the joint posterior densities q t (z k , h k |v k )q(v k ) depending on the current value of W and ψ obtained at the (t − 1) iteration. It can be shown that, by letting Q (k) = E x k x ⊤ k , the expected values computed in the t-th iteration in the EM algorithm are expressed as
(27) In the M-step of EM algorithm, the model parameters (W , ψ) that maximizes the Q-function are found. Setting the derivative of the Q-function with respect to the model parameters to zero, it turns out that the optimal factor loading matrix W and noise variance vector ψ are given by (18). Hence, FA-MKMC is an EM algorithm. (See Sect. A.1 and Sect. A.2 for derivations of E-step and M-step, respectively. )
Experimental Settings
To test how much information the kernel matrices will retain after the completion processes, we subject the completed kernel matrices to a classification task: the functional classification prediction of yeast proteins. For this task, a collection of six kernel matrices representing different data types is used: the enriched kernel matrix K Pfam' ; the three interaction kernel matrices K Gen , K Phys , and K TAP ; a Gaussian kernel defined directly on gene expression profiles K Exp' ; and the Smith-Waterman matrix K SW ; as described in [Lanckriet et al., 2004b] . While each kernel representation contains partial information on the similarities among yeast proteins, the combination of these kernel matrices is known to provide a bigger picture of the relationships among these proteins through the different views of the data [Lanckriet et al., 2004a; Lanckriet et al., 2004b; Noble and Ben-Hur, 2008 ]-making the combined form more suitable in the overall predictions for the function classification task.
Meanwhile, the 13 functional classes considered are listed in [Lanckriet et al., 2004b] , which include metabolism, transcription, and protein synthesis, among others. If, for example, a certain protein is known to carry out metabolism and protein synthesis, then this protein is labeled as +1 in these categories and −1 elsewhere. This setting can then be viewed as 13 binary classification tasks.
In this study we utilized K = 6 related data sources for function prediction of ℓ = 3, 588 yeast proteins. Initially, the kernel matrices may have missing rows and columns, which correspond to some missing information about the relationships among yeast proteins in the data sources. Our goal is to infer the missing entries in the kernel matrices, whilst retaining as much valuable information about the protein relationships as possible.
Our experiments consist of two stages: the kernel matrix completion (or missing data inference) stage, and the classification stage-the details of which are given in the subsequent sections.
Data Inference Stage
In this stage, mutual completion of the kernel matrices is performed. Since our data set has no missing entries, we generated incomplete kernel matrices by artificially removing some entries, following the process in [Rivero et al., 2017] . Here, rows and (corresponding) columns were randomly picked, and undetermined values (zeros for zero-imputation method, and unconditional mean for mean-imputation method) were imputed; the details of which are referred to in [Rivero et al., 2017] . For numerical stability of the two EM-based methods, S is transformed to (KS + 10 −3 I)/(K + 10 −3 ) at each iteration, a trick that is often used in Gaussian fitting. In our experiments, different percentages of missing entries were considered, and the incomplete kernel matrices were initialized by zero-imputation before proceeding with the completion processes, as specified in Alg. 1.
Classification Stage
After the completion process, a support vector machine (SVM) [Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Schölkopf and Smola, 2002 ] is used to predict whether a yeast protein belongs to a certain functional class or not. Since a yeast protein is not limited to a single functional class, the prediction problem is structured as 13 binary classification tasks, where an SVM classifier is trained on 20% randomly-picked data points on the combined kernel matrices. We then assess, in each functional class, the classification performance of the algorithms via receiver operator characteristic (ROC)-a widely-used performance measure for imbalanced data sets. Higher ROC score means better classification performance. The experiments were performed ten times, and the averages of ROC scores across the ten trials are recorded in Tab. 1.
Experimental Results
In this section we present experimental comparisons among the five multiple kernel completion techniques: zero-SVM, mean-SVM, FC-MKMC, PCA-MKMC, and FA-MKMC. We refer to the completion methods zero-imputation and meanimputation as zero-SVM and mean-SVM, respectively, after an SVM classifier has been trained. In our experiments, we used two criteria in choosing the number q of principal components for PCA and FA models: the Guttman-Kaiser and Kaiser criterion, where q is the number of all eigenvalues greater than the mean of the eigenvalues and greater than one, respectively [Jolliffe, 1986] . Henceforth, we will use PCA-GK and PCA-K to refer to PCA-MKMC, and FA-GK and FA-K to refer to FA-MKMC, with principal components via Guttman-Kaiser criterion and Kaiser criterion, respectively.
The ROC scores of the completion methods after inferring the missed 20% of the data are summarized in Tab. 1. Note, however, that the experiments were done on different percentages of missed entries; but due to lack of space, the results on the other cases are reported in a longer version of this paper.
In the case of completion of 20% missed data, the proposed method of restricting the model covariance achieves the highest ROC score in all classes, except at the 11th functional class where FC-MKMC obtains the highest ROC score; and in this case PCA-GK and PCA-K has no statistical difference from FC-MKMC according to a one-sample t-test. It can also be noted that in most cases, the classification performance of the restricted covariance models are not significantly lower than the highest ROC scores.
Conclusion
In this study we present new methods, called PCA-MKMC and FA-MKMC, to solve the problem of mutually inferring the missing entries of kernel matrices, while controlling the flexibility of the model. In contrast to the full-covariance model parameter in the existing method, our algorithm imposes a restriction to the model covariance, capturing only the most relevant information in the data set through the principal components or factors of the combined kernel matrices. Moreover, utilizing the LogDet divergence ensures the positive definiteness of the resulting inferred kernel matrices. Our proposed method of restricting the model covariance matrix via PPCA and PFA resulted to significant improvements in the generalization performance, as shown in our empirical results for the function classification prediction task in yeast proteins.
